The CHY formula which describes an n-point tree level scattering amplitude for scalars, gluons or gravitons in arbitrary dimension [22] , is used to prove the sub-sub-leading softgraviton theorem recently proposed by Cachazo and Strominger [13] .
Introduction
A lot of work has been done on soft theorems in the past, based on local on-shell gauge invariance [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The leading soft-graviton behavior was found by Weinberg in 1965 [6] , and the sub-leading soft-graviton theorem was first investigated by Gross and Jackiw in 1968 [14] . Recently, active interest in soft theorems has been reawakened in [10] [11] [12] [13] , as Strominger and collaborators discovered that soft-graviton behavior can be extracted from extended BMS symmetry [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . For four dimensions, Cachazo and Strominger provided a proof for the existence of tree level sub-leading and sub-sub-leading corrections [13] to Weinbergs soft-graviton factor [6] , making use of spinor helicity formalism and BCFW recursion [20, 21] . The soft-graviton factor refers to the factorization property of an (n + 1)-point tree level scattering amplitude when the momentum of one external particle, conventionally the (n+1) th particle, is going to zero 1 M n+1 (k 1 , k 2 , ..., εk n+1 ) = 1 ε S (0) + S (1) + εS (2) + O(ε 2 ) M n (k 1 , k 2 , ..., k n ).
(1.1)
In case of gravity, these soft factors read [13] 
where n+1 µν is the polarization tensor of the (n + 1) th particle, k µ a are momenta and J µν a are angular momentum operators. Subsequently, these soft-graviton theorems are being investigated with the restriction to four dimensions lifted. In arbitrary number of dimensions, the leading factor (1.2a) was addressed in [22] and the sub-leading factor (1.2b) was explicitly confirmed in [23, 24] . Considering Poincaré and gauge invariance in arbitrary number of dimensions, as well as expected formal structure, Broedel, de Leeuw, Plefka and Rosso fixed the orbital part of sub-leading factor completely and constrained the polarization part up to one numerical factor for every order of expansion and each hard leg [25] , in agreement with (1.2) . Following Low's example [4] , Bern, Davies, Di Vecchia and Nohle used on-shell gauge invariance to fully determine and confirm the first two sub-leading soft-graviton behaviors in D dimensions [26] . Similar work was done for Yang-Mills amplitudes in [27] , [28] . Several advances in gauge and gravity theories at loop level appeared in [29, 30] . 2 Cachazo and Yuan proposed a modification of the usual soft limit procedure to cope with corrections appearing at loop level [31] . For a comment on this procedure, see [26] . Sub-leading soft theorems in gauge and gravity theory were confirmed from a diagrammatic approach in [32, 33] . Soft theorem in QED was revisited in [37, 38] . Stringy soft theorems appeared in [34, 35] , and a more general investigation of soft theorems in a broader set of theories was conducted in [36] . In this note we will contribute an additional proof of the validity of the sub-sub-leading tree level soft factor (1.2c) by explicit computation in arbitrary dimension, making use of the CHY formula [22] . This note is structured as follows. Section 2 recalls the CHY formula. In section 3 we outline the computational steps for the higher point expansion in the soft limit. Section 4 contains the computation of lower point construction and comparison of the two results. Appendices A, B and C contain all terms resulting from higher point expansion, which are compared with and are found to be equal to the result of lower point construction.
The CHY formula
In order to explicitly prove the sub-sub-leading factor in the soft-graviton expansion, we will make use of the CHY formula for tree level gravity scattering amplitudes with (n + 1) external legs, which is valid in any number of dimensions [22] 
Here we use the abbreviation σ ij ≡ (σ i −σ j ). Upper indices on the matrix Ψ denote removed columns and lower indices denote removed rows. Values of indices p, q, r, i, j, k, m and w can be chosen arbitrarily without changing the result. The 2(n + 1) dimensional matrix Ψ is given by
2 Nontrivial corrections are expected at loop level.
where the (n + 1) dimensional sub-matrices are given by
Here k µ a is the momentum of the a th particle, and µ a is part of its polarization tensor. The values for all σ i in the integration are fixed by the product of delta functions which enforce the scattering equations. The momentum of the (n + 1) th leg will be sent to zero in the soft-graviton expansion.
Higher point expansion
In the higher point expansion we start with the momentum conservation stripped tree level amplitude for n + 1 external gravitons, substitute k µ n+1 → εk µ n+1 and expand around ε = 0. In the sub-sub-leading case we are interested in the order O(ε 1 ) terms of this expansion. Subsequently, we integrate out the σ n+1 dependance to obtain the result which we expect to recover from lower point construction by acting with the corresponding soft factor on an amplitude with one fewer external leg in section 4. All solutions for σ n+1 are fixed by the scattering equations. However, since we are dealing with tree level amplitudes, the functional dependance does not feature any branch cuts such that we will be able to deform the integration contour and pick up a different set of residues in σ n+1 as in [23, 24] in order to obtain the same result, effectively avoiding having to solve the scattering equations.
For convenience we set i = 1, j = n, m = 2 and w = 3 so that the momentum conservation stripped tree level amplitude for n + 1 external gravitons is given by
Since tree level amplitudes do not feature branch cuts, a delta distribution can be mapped to a single pole term
while the integration contour is deformed to pick up the residue associated with this pole as in [23, 24] . This naturally yields the same result for the amplitude. Therefore, we can substitute one delta function that has index a = (n+1) by a simple pole, take k n+1 → εk n+1
and expand around ε = 0 as follows:
Here we have introduced abbreviations δ i to denote the expansion coefficients of order ε i−1 . Similarly, we can expand the determinant det(Ψ 2,3 2,3 ) to make its ε dependance explicit. For that end we employ the usual recursive formula 3
where a ki are elements of matrix A and the choice of row k is arbitrary. 4 If certain rows and/or columns are removed from a matrix, those corresponding values have to be skipped in the expansion. Additionally, a jump by ±1 has to be included in the exponent of (−1) i+k whenever such a missing row or column is crossed. This will be accomplished with help of the Heaviside step function θ(a, b) ≡ θ(a − b). We realize that all the ε dependance is located along the (n + 1) th row and column of Ψ 2,3 2,3 . Therefore, we apply the expansion to the (n + 1) th row and column in succession. Furthermore, as in [24] we make use of the gauge condition (k n+1 · i ) = 0 for all i to conveniently reduce the number of appearing terms:
3 In this case we are dealing with a 2(n + 1) × 2(n + 1) matrix. 4 Naturally, an analogous expansion can also be done along a column instead of a row.
Here and in later equations the Heaviside step functions involving arguments 2, 3, n + 1 and 2(n + 1) are suppressed. However, to keep track of the signs we should agree to always order the argument of each step function according to the order in which removed rows or columns appear in the determinant. For instance,
Note that the order in which the indices of removed rows and columns appear in the determinants in (3.3) is different from the straightforward order which emerges from the expansion. We reordered these indices according to (3.4) to ensure proper sign in comparison to the terms of lower point construction computed in the next section. For later convenience we define the abbreviation:
We wish to make the entire σ n+1 dependance explicit to be able to integrate it out. Only (n + 1) th and 2(n + 1) th rows and columns in the matrix Ψ depend on σ n+1 . Therefore, we expand det(Ψ 2,3,n+1,i 2,3,n+1,2(n+1) ) along the 2(n + 1) th column, as well as det(Ψ 2,3,n+1,i 2,3,n+1,j ) along the 2(n + 1) th row and column in succession. Again, here and in all further steps we make use of the gauge condition (k n+1 · i ) = 0 for all i, such that:
Here, again we defined abbreviations det i to denote the coefficients of ε i . The ordering of the indices of removed rows and columns in the determinants was again done in accordance with (3.4) to ensure proper signs. In the sub-sub-leading case at hand only terms of overall order O(ε 1 ) are of interest. Therefore, we restrict our attention to: 7) where ... denotes other terms of different order in ε. In fact, the terms given explicitly in (3.7) are the only terms of order O(ε 1 ) in the amplitude which depend on σ n+1 . Other multiplicative terms and integrals are merely spectators and can be suppressed when we integrate out σ n+1 and compare the result to the lower point construction.
As in [23, 24] , it is trivial to see that there is no pole and therefore no residue at infinity in σ n+1 . Therefore, the integration contour can be reversed to pick up the residues at σ n+1 = σ i for all i = n + 1 instead. Poles of higher order will occur in the computation, so that we will use Cauchy's integral formula to obtain the respective residues:
where
The technical steps necessary to obtain the residues from all the terms of order O(ε 1 ) appearing in (3.7) are identical. Let us illustrate the procedure on one expression from δ 2 det 0 :
First, we suppress the product of delta functions and the determinant since they are just spectators independent of σ n+1 , and we abbreviate δ
r ≡ δ (2) ( n t=1 t =r kr·kt σr,t ) for convenience. To investigate the residues at σ n+1 = σ i for all i = n+1, it is natural to distinguish between two cases of σ n+1 = σ q where σ q ∈ {σ 1 , σ k , σ n } and σ q / ∈ {σ 1 , σ k , σ n }. In the first case, where σ q ∈ {σ 1 , σ k , σ n } we find only first order poles in (3.9):
so that the sum of corresponding residues is trivially given by using the Cauchy integral formula (3.8) with n = 1 and summing over q:
In the second case σ q / ∈ {σ 1 , σ k , σ n } we find first, second and third order poles in (3.9):
The sum of all simple pole residues again is trivially obtained by using the Cauchy integral formula (3.8) with n = 1 and summing over q:
To obtain the sum over second order pole residues we make use of the Cauchy integral formula (3.8) with n = 2. This yields:
Finally, to obtain the sum over the third order pole residues we use the Cauchy integral formula (3.8) with n = 3:
The residues of all further terms appearing in (3.7) are computed in exactly the same way.
Without showing every single step explicitly, we will give a list of pole orders appearing in the respective terms. Additionally, the results for all residues will be gathered in appendices. Apart from the computation presented above, the term δ 2 det 0 contains one additional expression. It has only first order poles for σ q ∈ {σ 1 , σ k , σ n }, and it has first and second order poles for σ q / ∈ {σ 1 , σ k , σ n }. All residues associated with the term δ 2 det 0 are presented in appendix A.
The residues of the term δ 1 det 1 are obtained from three different cases. In the case of σ q / ∈ {σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 , σ k , σ n } there are first, second and third order poles. In the case of σ q ∈ {σ 1 , σ k , σ n } there are first and second order poles. And in the case of σ q ∈ {σ 2 , σ 3 } there are first and second order poles. All residues associated with the term δ 1 det 1 are presented in appendix B.
The residues of the term δ 0 det 2 are obtained from two different cases. In the case of σ q / ∈ {σ 2 , σ 3 } there are first, second and third order poles. And in the case of σ q ∈ {σ 2 , σ 3 } there are only first order poles. All residues associated with the term δ 0 det 2 are presented in appendix C.
With this, all relevant terms from higher point expansion are obtained and we can proceed with the computation of lower point construction.
Lower point construction
In the lower point construction we start with the momentum conservation stripped tree level amplitude for n external particles and again set i = 1, j = n, m = 2 and w = 3, such that:
where we used the abbreviation defined in (3.5). First we notice that only the product of delta functions and the determinant are relevant for our considerations, and all remaining multiplicative factors and integrals are exactly the same spectators which we suppressed in the higher point expansion case. Therefore, here we again suppress these spectator terms, such that the expression we should compare to the higher point expansion is given by:
As already stated in the introduction, the sub-sub-leading factor S (2) is expected to be given by:
where the action of the angular momentum operators by their orbital or spin part on momenta or polarization vectors is given by [24] 
Naively, the two angular momentum operators in the sub-sub-leading factor (4.3) could act on each other. However, it is trivial to show that the interaction vanishes due to the (n + 1) th particle being massless k 2 n+1 = 0, therefore having only transverse polarization modes k n+1 · n+1 = 0, and the polarization being light-like such that 2 n+1 = 0. With this we can conclude that we will have to match the resulting terms to the higher point expansion in the following way
where we used the abbreviations 6) and the sum in i is over all residues picked up when integrating out σ n+1 .
To compute the lower point construction for (4.5a), only the orbital part of the angular momentum operator (4.4a) is involved, since the scattering equation delta functions depend on momenta only. Therefore, the object of interest is
Carrying out the partial derivatives as usual, then suppressing the remaining product of delta functions and abbreviating the derivatives of delta functions in the same way as after (3.9), we obtain the same result as from the higher point expansion given in appendix A. The only type of reshaping needed to recover the exact same set of terms (apart from trivial cancellation and (3.4)), is to combine expressions which have a similar structure up to σ ij 's appearing in denominators, such that a simplification occurs as in:
These steps eventually demonstrate the equality of both sides in (4.5a).
To compute the lower point construction for (4.5b), both parts of the angular momentum operator (4.4a) and (4.4b) are needed. Furthermore, to obtain the derivative of a determinant, we use the chain rule and straightforwardly obtain:
First, we compute the action of a single angular momentum operator on the product of scattering equation delta functions:
c , where δ i,j is the Kronecker delta, and where on the right hand side we suppressed the remaining product of delta functions and abbreviated the derivative of the delta function in the same way as after (3.9). Next, we compute the action of a single angular momentum operator on the determinant:
To make the terms more explicit, we invoke the usual gauge from before k n+1 · i = 0 for all i and obtain:
Plugging (4.11) into (4.10), multiplying with (4.9) and summing over a = 1, ..., n gives the same result as from higher point expansion in appendix B. To recover the exact same set of terms in order to prove the equality, we use simplifications like (3.4) and (4.7). Additionally, we realize that for an antisymmetric 2(n + 1) × 2(n + 1) matrix A we have:
Making use of these steps, the demonstration of the equality of both sides in (4.5b) becomes straightforward. Finally, to compute the lower point construction for (4.5c), again both parts of the angular momentum operator (4.4a) and (4.4b) are needed. We start with (4.10) and act with the angular momentum operator a second time. The case where both angular momentum operators hit the expansion coefficient in each line vanishes due to the same arguments as the vanishing of the self-interaction of the two angular momentum operators. Therefore, only the case remains where the second angular momentum operator acts on the determinant in each line. Combining (4.10) with (4.11) and using the abbreviations (4.6), this results in:
The action of the angular momentum operator on the determinants in each of these six lines is then expanded further analogously to (4.10). The only difference is, that now the expansion summations have to omit one removed row and column more in each case, and we have to explicitly display the corresponding step functions in the exponent of (-1). Since the product of scattering equation delta functions is untouched by the operators in this case, it can be suppressed as a spectator completely, so that the terms resulting from a further expansion of (4.13) correspond to the higher point expansion result given in appendix C. Again, making use of simplifications (3.4), (4.7) and (4.12), it is then straightforward to reshape the finding to obtain the exact same set of terms listed in appendix C, which proves the equality of both sides in (4.5c). This concludes the computation of the lower point construction and its comparison with the higher point expansion. Both yield the same result, which confirms that the subsub-leading factor (1.2c) in the soft-graviton expansion of tree level scattering amplitudes is indeed valid in arbitrary dimension.
A Residues of δ
The following are all residues obtained from δ 2 det 0 in (3.7) by integrating out the σ n+1 dependance. Multiplicative spectator terms and integrals which are trivially the same in the lower point construction are suppressed. 5 Additionally, the product of scattering equation delta functions is suppressed and the derivative of delta function is abbreviated as
With this the residues are:
The following are all residues obtained from δ 1 det 1 in (3.7) by integrating out the σ n+1 dependance. Multiplicative spectator terms and integrals which are trivially the same in the lower point construction are suppressed. Additionally, the product of scattering equation delta functions is suppressed and the derivative of delta function is abbreviated as (A.1). 5 In this particular case the determinant det(Ψ ) is also suppressed, since it is also a multiplicative spectator term in δ 2 det0.
With this the residues are: 
